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Abstract

While legal AI has made strides in recent years,
it still struggles with basic legal concepts: when
does a law apply? Who does it applies to? What
does it do? We take a discourse approach to ad-
dressing these problems and introduce a novel
taxonomy for span-and-relation parsing of le-
gal texts. We create a dataset, LegalDiscourse
of 602 state-level law paragraphs consisting
of 3, 715 discourse spans and 1, 671 relations.
Our trained annotators have an agreement-rate
κ > .8, yet few-shot GPT3.5 performs poorly
at span identification and relation classification.
Although fine-tuning improves performance,
GPT3.5 still lags far below human level. We
demonstrate the usefulness of our schema by
creating a web application with journalists. We
collect over 100, 000 laws for 52 U.S. states
and territories using 20 scrapers we built, and
apply our trained models to 6, 000 laws using
U.S. Census population numbers. We describe
two journalistic outputs stemming from this ap-
plication: (1) an investigation into the increase
in liquor licenses following population growth
and (2) a decrease in applicable laws under dif-
ferent under-count projections.

1 Introduction
AI practitioners have long explored how to use automa-
tion to interpret the law1 (Mehl, 1958). Recent ad-
vances in NLP and information retrieval have already
enabled practical applications (Dale, 2019), such as le-
gal question answering bots 2, contract generation3, and
automatic motion-filing (Gibbs, 2016). And, the legal
reasoning capabilities of large language models (LLMs)
are promising (Guha et al., 2023) – GPT4 has been
demonstrated to Katz et al. (2023) pass the bar exam.

∗Corresponding Author: spangher@usc.edu
1Specifically: legal codes, court opinions and regulations.
2https://www.chatbotsecommerce.com/nr

f-launches-parker-first-australian-priva
cy-law-chatbot/

3As well as other documents: documents – i.e. laws, court
opinions and regulations https://legal.thomsonr
euters.com.au/products/contract-express/,
https://turbotax.intuit.com/

...in counties having a metropolitan form of govern-
ment and in counties having a population of not less
than three hundred thirty-five thousand (335,000)
nor more than three hundred thirty-six thousand
(336,000), according to the 1990 federal census or
any subsequent federal census, the magistrate or
magistrates shall be selected and appointed by and
serve at the pleasure of the trial court judge...

Figure 1: Paragraph from a sample law, Tennessee § 36-
5-402. The colored blocks represent the following legal
discourse elements from our schema: PROBE, TEST,
SUBJECT, CONSEQUENCE, OBJECT (see Section
2). We train LLMs to identify these spans and build
a web application to aggregate these span tags across
state-level laws.

However, fundamental challenges remain. As noted
by Dehio et al. (2022), GPT3 models fail when con-
fronted with simple, yet ambiguous conditions (or
“tests”) present in legal rules (Bommasani et al., 2021),
a challenge documented in other models as well (Zhong
et al., 2020; Holzenberger et al., 2020). Additionally, the
majority of legal study has been focused a few specific
domains, like contracts (Koreeda and Manning, 2021;
Hendrycks et al., 2021), privacy policy (Wilson et al.,
2016; Zimmeck et al., 2019), and corporate law (Wang
et al., 2023), and the kinds of tasks heretofore studied
have been highly domain specific4. Benchmarks like
Guha et al. (2023) are dominated by these use-cases, lim-
iting our ability to get a general assessment of a model’s
abilities. It also limits our confidence about models’
reasoning in understudied legal domains which are im-
portant to policy makers, journalists and academics, like
state-level administrative law ().

We see the need to introduce a unified mode of study
that can quickly incorporate new areas and applications
of law. In this work, we develop a uniform discourse
schema for characterising a legal text. Discourse analy-
ses, or the study of functional role of text and its rela-
tions within in a document (Carlson et al., 2003; Prasad
et al., 2008), has been successfully applied to areas

4An example of a domain-specific task: “Classify if the
clause limits the ability of a party to transfer the license being
granted to a third party” from Hendrycks et al. (2021).
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Figure 2: A sample span-and-relation discourse tree generated from a paragraph of legal text. Above, the highlighted
text shows the original law text with discourse-spans annotated. Below, relations are drawn between discourse
blocks, shown with double-black curved lines and categorically annotated. Note that the SUBJECT responsible for
carrying out the CONSEQUENCE is passively implied.

like argumentation (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2015), dialogue
(Chen and Yang, 2021) and journalism (Spangher et al.,
2022, 2021). In journalism, for instance, Choubey et al.
(2020) use a unified discourse schema to describe tex-
tual relations between diffuse domains of journalism.

In this work, we develop a legal discourse schema to
address this need, which we apply to state-level legal
texts. At the core, our schema seeks to answer the
following key questions: (1) When does a law apply?
(2) What are its consequences? (3) Who is affected? We
show that LLMs struggle to model this schema, yet it is
useful for human practitioners.

In sum, this paper makes three key contributions:

1. Introducing, Annotating and Modeling a Legal
Discourse Schema: We develop a legal discourse
schema, consisting of 8 span level and 21 rela-
tional classes, some of which are shown in Figure
1 and 2. We annotate 602 state-level laws, with
3,715 spans and 1,671 relations. We show that our
schema can be labeled with high inter-annotator
agreement. Additionally, we show GPT3.5 models
(few shot and fine-tuned) struggle to achieve higher
than baseline models.

2. Web Scraping Public Domain U.S. State Law:
We scrape over 100,000 law documents from 52
U.S. states and territories with 20 web-scrapers
we build. U.S. law is always public domain yet, in
practice, many states contract websites to host their
laws and these websites use techniques to prevent
bulk gathering legal text. We design our scrapers
to be robust and to overcome these uncivil attempts
to block consumption of public domain texts.

3. Searching and consuming model output: We
show the practical impact of our work by present-
ing a web-app we built to help users navigate our
dataset. We present two outputs produced by jour-
nalists using our interface to study 6,000 laws in-
volving 2020 U.S. Census counts.

We outline our discourse schema and modeling in
Section 2. Next, we discuss our dataset collection pro-
cess, including the web-scrapers we release for gather-
ing public-domain U.S. state law text (Section 3.1). In
Section 3.2 we describe our lightweight and modular
span and relation annotation interface which we used to
collect data. Next, in Section 6, we describe our web-
app, where we surface our model’s output to journalists
and engage volunteers to improve our annotations. Fi-
nally, we discuss an ongoing use-case to illustrate how
one might use our app in Section 6.1.1.

2 A Legal Discourse Schema

A legal rule is a hypothetical imperative (Engisch et al.,
2018), or a conditional consequence. Reasoning about
these rules requires practitioners to understand how and
whether conditions of the law are met; what the conse-
quences are (Dehio et al., 2022); and who is affected by
these consequences.

As shown in Figure 2, modeling the different com-
ponents of a legal doctrine as discourse units and how
they interact as relations can be an effective way of dis-
cern meaning (Carlson et al., 2003; Prasad et al., 2008).
Identifying these parts poses a basic test of a model’s
legal reasoning and can also lead to practical use-cases
(as Spangher et al. (2022) showed in the journalism
domain). We introduce the key parts in our schema,
starting with span annotations and then relations.

2.1 Span-Level Schema

The 8 discourse elements we identify in our schema
are SUBJECT, OBJECT, PROBE, CONSEQUENCE,
TEST, EXCEPTION, DEFINITION and CLASS. The
first three elements are nearly always be entities (noun
phrases), and the rest are predicates (verb phrases) or
prepositional phrases.

The first three elements of our schema, SUBJECT,
CONSEQUENCE, and OBJECT, capture how law dic-
tates first-degree interactions between entities, inspired
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by seminal work done by Gardner (1984). We describe
each in turn.

• A SUBJECT is an entity that gains powers
or restrictions under a law. (e.g. "The
trial court judge shall adjudicate property dis-
putes between claimants.") Subjects aren’t always
explicit, and can be expressed passively (see Table
1 for examples of edge-cases).

• The CONSEQUENCE is the specific power or
restriction conferred by the law. Consequences
nearly always are attributed to the subject, either
passively or explicitly. (e.g. "The trial court
judge shall adjudicate property disputes between
claimants.")

• An OBJECT is an entity (noun phrase) affected
by the subject, under a law. Typically, when the
subject gains powers, the object usually faces more
restrictions; if the subject faces restrictions, the
object usually faces fewer restrictions. (e.g. “The
trial court judge shall adjudicate property disputes
between claimants.”) Like subjects, objects are not
always present in the text, or might be expressed
passively.

Often, the SUBJECT-CONSEQUENCE-OBJECT in-
volves a longer chain than a 1-hop relationship (for an
example, see Table 1).In these cases, a entity is both an
OBJECT and a SUBJECT. We label this entity as an
OBJECT to prioritize the first CONSEQUENCE.

The next three elements in our schema, TEST,
PROBE and EXCEPTION, indicate when laws apply.

• A TEST is an explicit condition applied to an en-
tity (i.e. an OBJECT, SUBJECT or PROBE) that
determines when a SUBJECT-CONSEQUENCE-
OBJECT relation holds. (e.g. “In counties
with a population above 10,000, the trial court
judge shall adjudicate... unless claimants settle.”

• A PROBE is an entity to which a TEST is applied
to that is not a SUBJECT or an OBJECT. If the
TEST is applied to a SUBJECT or an OBJECT,
there may not be a need for a PROBE. “In counties
with a population above 10,000, the trial court
judge shall adjudicate... unless claimants settle.”

• An EXCEPTION is a corollary to a TEST; it spec-
ifies when a law does NOT apply. An exception
usually modifies a TEST “In counties with a pop-
ulation above 10,000, the trial court judge shall
adjudicate... unless claimants settle.”.

Finally, the remaining two classes in our schema, DEFI-
NITION and CLASS, serve to more fully characterize
the entities mentioned in legal text. These terms have al-
ready been well-described in the literature (Tobia, 2020;
Dehio et al., 2022) and incorporated into tasks (Guha
et al., 2023). We give definitions in Appendix B. For ex-
amples of all span-level discourse types, see Appendix
A, Table 8.

2.2 Relational Schema

We define 21 relational categories during our annotation
process. There are two categories of relations. (1) The
first category occurs between discourse units of different
types. The type of these relations is usually singular
based on the type of the discourse units (e.g. a TEST-
PROBE relation means that the TEST is being applied
to the PROBE entity), so we do not enumerate them
here (we give full definitions in Appendix B). (2) The
second category applies between discourse units of the
same type. These are typically simple grammatical and
logical relations. For instance, sameEntity indicates
that two entities are instances of the same class of entity
or the same instance of an entity. Or, And refers to how
two predicate interact (e.g. if test1 OR test2 is passed...).

2.3 Parsing Level

Our framework can be conceptualized recursively, with
spans being further parsed, tree-like (Manning et al.,
2014). For example, a SUBJECT “trial court judge”
can be also interpreted as “trial court judge”. We define
the parse-level in relation to the interpretation of the law.
For instance, if “trial court judges” are being compared
with other judges, e.g. “county judges”, we need the

“trial court judge” and “county judge” parses, which
create conditions for comparison. (See Section 10.1).

3 Dataset Creation

In this section, we describe how we operationalized the
schema discussed in Section 2. We scrape a dataset of
all state-level laws from 52 U.S. states and territories,
which we discuss in Section 3.1. We then sample a
set of paragraphs to annotate. We build an annotation
framework, described in Section 3.2, and enlist four an-
notators, who collectively annotate 602 law paragraphs.

3.1 Dataset Construction

Our full legal dataset comprises the more than 100,000
active state-level laws in the United States. We compile
this dataset by building a scraper for a public-domain
law website called Justia.5 We then manually audit the
output collected by Justia by comparing to state websites
and find 19 states where either Justia is incomplete, not
updated, or unparsable.6 We build individual state-level
parsers for these states.

State law is public domain,7 yet it is often inaccessi-
ble for bulk downloads and web scraping. For instance,
many websites license LexisNexis, a for-profit company,

5https://www.justia.com/
6Some of the laws provided by Justia, such as those for Col-

orado, contain data in PDF files (see https://law.just
ia.com/codes/colorado/2019/), which, due to for-
matting, have a high OCR error rate, so in these cases we we
extract directly in these cases.

7https://fairuse.stanford.edu/overvie
w/public-domain/welcome/
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Edge Case Type Example

Passive SUBJECT and OBJECT: Taxes shall be collected at the beginning of
every month.

SUBJECT-CONSEQUENCE relation without an OBJECT: The trial court judge shall begin session at or
before 9am.

SUBJECT-CONSEQUENCE-OBJECT relation > 1-hop The magistrate shall designate to the county
clerk, who shall adjudicate among taxpayers

Table 1: Edge Cases and Extensions: Our discourse schema flexibly handles different variations of legal expressions.
Shown here are variations of the SUBJECT-OBJECT-CONSEQEUNCE relation. In the top variation, the SUBJECT
and OBJECT (i.e. “Tax-collector” and “Tax-payer”) are not actively expressed. In the middle relation, no OBJECT
is entailed. In the bottom relation, a multi-hop relational chain is formed.

% annots % of docs # / doc

TEST 28% 91% 2.4
SUBJECT 20% 95% 1.7
CONS. 19% 83% 1.8
OBJECT 15% 69% 1.7
PROBE 9% 46% 1.5
CLASS 6% 34% 1.5
DEF. 2% 11% 1.6
EXC. 1% 6% 1.1

Table 2: The prevalence of different discourse units
across our annotated dataset. The left column shows the
percentage of units across all annotations. Center shows
the percentage of documents in our corpus that have
at least one discourse unit. Right shows the average
number of units per document, when present.

as the official provider for their state codes8. Although
these websites are publicly accessible, they employ
a range of mechanisms (e.g. timeouts, dynamically-
generated URLs, cookie-based access) that make them
difficult to scrape.9 To circumvent these, our scrap-
ers are robust and mimic human web-browsing be-
havior. We develop a generalized scraper for Lexis-
Nexis Public Access websites using scrapy10 and
selenium-webdriver11. In order to scrape Jus-
tia, we launch three Google Compute Engine (GCE)
instances for a total of 60 compute hours12.

8Ex. Colorado, Georgia and Tennessee: http://www.
lexisnexis.com/hottopics/colorado, http://
www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/gacode, http:
//www.lexisnexis.com/hottopics/tncode

9The practical effect of mechanisms to block bulk down-
loads is the hindrance of law corpora collection for journalistic
or academic study.

10https://scrapy.org/
11https://www.selenium.dev/.
12We will release our code for scraping with Docker im-

ages created to perform these scrapes. Given the difficulty in
creating this dataset, we believe these routines constitute a
considerable resource for academic inquiries into state-level
law.

3.2 Annotation

We recruited 4 annotators, including one former jour-
nalist and 2 undergraduate researchers13. We trained all
of the annotators for multiple rounds, until they were
achieving above an 80% accuracy in both span and rela-
tion identification tasks, based on a gold-label set that
we constructed. After reaching this agreement level,
we begin accepting completed tasks from annotators.
We had multiple rounds of conferencing throughout the
period of annotation where we discussed edge-cases,
and maintained a Slack channel throughout the annota-
tion process that was continually monitored. Together,
the annotators annotated 602 laws, with a 10% overlap,
from which we calculated a κ = .8

We found that our annotators could learn to identify
different span and relation levels in most contexts quite
easily. However, most of the error and ambiguity of
the annotation process derived from when to split spans
into sub-spans (e.g. the TEST in: “clerks of the supe-
rior court of the county can be split further: “clerks
of the superior court of the county). The decision to
do so usually depends on many factors, e.g. if entities
will be coreferenced elsewhere. Despite many rounds
of training, annotators still sometimes struggled; our
advice in these circumstances was to parse to the lowest-
level. See discussion in Section 2.3 and 10.1.

We built a Javascript-based framework to handle span
and relation tagging and (1) serve as a standalone web-
app for annotators (2) compile to Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) tasks14 (3) integrate into a web-site built
for journalists using our work (described in Section 6).
Although many NLP-focused annotation tools exist15

we found that none were flexible enough to be integrated
easily into larger websites or automatically generate

13We compensated the undergraduate researchers fairly at
a rate of $20 per hour through AMT, according to University
policy

14https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSMechT
urk/latest/AWSMturkAPI/ApiReference_HTML
QuestionArticle.html.

15There were 87 frameworks as of Neves and Ševa (2021)’s
count, including BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012), YEDDA
(Yang et al., 2017) and WebAnnon (Yimam et al., 2013)
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Relation Percentage

ENTITY ↔ PREDICATE 61%
ENTITY ↔ ENTITY 20%
PREDICATE ↔ PREDICATE 19%

Table 3: Types of relations common in our corpus. EN-
TITY includes: SUBJECT, OBJECT and PROBE dis-
course units. PREDICATE includes all others.

Figure 3: The conditional likelihood of a target dis-
course class, given a source discourse class. In other
words, the color scale is p(t|s) where s is the source
node and t is the target node.

AMT tasks.16 We plan to distribute our interface as a
stand-alone Javascript package. For more details about
the annotation interface, see Appendix C.

3.3 Dataset Statistics
Corpus Description The length of the legal para-
graphs we annotate averages 490 characters. The types
of content that we focused on in our sample included
topics on Government, education and environment. Cer-
tain states in our sample emphasized different topics.
For example, California has a higher proportion of laws
aimed at Poverty and Development compared with Ten-
nessee, which has a higher proportion of laws focused
on Administration (see Appendix A for more informa-
tion and visualizations).

Discourse-level Analysis Discourse unit-level statis-
tics vary widely. As can be seen in Table 2, TEST
and SUBJECT are the most common discourse unit,
accounting for 48% of all span-level annotations. TEST
occurs in 91% documents. Surprisingly, EXCEPTION
units were relatively rare, accounting for only 1% of
annotations and occurring in only 6% of documents.
There are many more TEST units per document, at 2.4
TEST units, than other elements.

Relation-level Analysis Next, we analyze the nature
of the relations between discourse units. Two discourse
spans are much more likely to directly relate if they are

16We will release the annotation code as part of this frame-
work

closer together in the law text. 62 characters, on average,
separate discourse units with relations, while 195 char-
acters, on average, separate all pairs of discourse units
without relations. In Section 4.3, we describe how we
balance our training datasets to remove this adjacency
bias.

Figure 3 shows the likelihood of transitioning to a
target discourse type, given a source discourse type. We
order the x and y axes by the most likely starting points
of discourse elements in a document (Note, in Figure
8, that discourse elements that are appear first in the
document to be connected with discourse elements later.
See Table 6 in Appendix A for more information). We
see a strong diagonal bias: all discourse elements are
likely to transition to elements of the same type. We also
notice the strong SUBJECT → CONSEQUENCE and
CONSEQUENCE → OBJECT relation, as well as the
PROBE → TEST relation. This reinforces insights by
(Gardner, 1984), (Engisch et al., 2018) and (Dehio et al.,
2022) about the key role of hypothetical imperative
language in legal texts (discussed in Section 2).

On the other hand, we find that several categories
of relation are simply unlikely to ever occur. For in-
stance, EXCEPTION is almost never applied to CON-
SEQUENCE. We hope in future work to investigate
if these patterns hold up across a wider body of legal
text. See Appendix A for more details. We test the
implication of this in Secion 4.3.

4 Legal Entity and Relational Modeling
We frame a new task using the data we collect: Legal En-
tity and Relational Modeling, or extracting legally signif-
icant spans and their relations. This task is analogous
to end-to-end relation extraction (ERE) (Kameyama,
1997). We will first describe two subtasks that tradi-
tionally compose ERE, and how legal discourse can be
modeled in this framework, then we will discuss meth-
ods, with a particular focus on how we can use this
setup to interrogate the reasoning capabilities of large
language models.

4.1 Tasks and Datasets
Span-Level Tagging Given a document X of n to-
kens x1, ..., xn, let S = {s1, s2...sm} be all possible
spans in X . Let ζ be a set of predefined span-types, in
our case we use a subset of our discourse tags: SUB-
JECT, CONSEQUENCE, OBJECT, TEST, PROBE
and EXCEPTION. We focus on these types because
they have more within-text consequence compared with
DEFINITION and CLASS, which are primarily about
adding context and helping to reason across texts (Buey
et al., 2016). Our goal, then, is to predict an entity type
ye(si) ∈ {ζ, ϵ}, where ϵ is the null class. In legal rea-
soning, this subtask can help test a model’s awareness
of the function of each span of text.

We filter our task dataset so that each document has
at minimum two of the primary 6 spans, and we ad-
ditionally remove spans that are at most one word, as
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SUBJECT CONS OBJECT PROBE TEST EXC Macro Micro

Baselines
ASP (Liu et al., 2022) 35.7 39.4 26.3 38.9 44.6 33.3 37.7 36.6
PURE (Zhong et al., 2020) 41.5 45.2 25.0 56.1 17.3 36.4 34.3 36.5

GPT3.5
0-shot 34.4 9.7 14.8 13.4 35.4 54.7 27.1 22.7
3-shot 31.7 23.3 20.4 28.2 43.9 46.2 32.3 30.1
5-shot 30.7 24.1 15.9 30.8 49.8 45.2 32.8 30.8
8-shot 29.7 23.4 15.8 33.5 48.4 53.8 34.1 31.0

GPT fine-tuned 42.1 49.9 35.9 34.9 53.0 56.0 45.3 44.3

Table 4: F1 scores shown for span-identification for our 6 primary discourse elements: SUBJECT, CONSEQUENCE,
OBJECT, PROBE, TEST and EXCEPTION. Average Precision, Recall and F1 across all samples are shown.
Although fine-tuning improves performance across most categories, leading to +10-point increases in macro and
micro f1-scores, although some, like EXCEPTION, are able to be handled relatively well even in zero-shot settings.
F1 scores are still below human levels of agreement.

these were the most ambiguous for our annotators to
agree on. The ambiguity, we observed, was primarily
due to annotator disagreement around how far each span
should be parsed, discussed in Section 2.3, 2, and 10.1.

This filtering leaves us with 3,559 spans across 413
documents. We measure classification accuracy using
F1 per class, and we consider a span to be valid if it
contains 80% of more of the same words as the gold-
annotated span, after removing stop words and punctua-
tion, and is no longer than twice in length.

Relation Extraction Let R be a set of pre-defined
relation types. For every pair of spans si, sj ∈ S × S,
we seek to predict a relation-type, yr(si, sj) ∈ {R, ϵ},
where ϵ is the null class. We consider two versions
of this task: detection and classification. Detection
involves simply predicting yr(si, sj) ∈ {I, ϵ}, where
I indicates there exists any relation, I[r ∈ R], and
classification involves assigning a relation label, r. This
task can help test a legal model’s ability to identify
which spans are modified by a given span.

To construct a challenging legal relation classifica-
tion dataset, we take a subset of relations R̂ ∈ R that
are observed occurring between span pairs of different
span-types. In other words, we take relations r ∈ R̂
where |{ye(si), ye(sj)}| > 1 ∀i,j s.t. yr(si, sj) = r.
This allows us to focus less on modeling the semantics
of each span’s type and more on the relation between
them. We additionally sample negative examples, i.e.
ye(si, sj) = ϵ. Finally, we notice that discourse units
that are more proximal in the text are more likely to be
related, as noted in Section 3.3. We find in early trials
that our models were overfitting to proximity in text
and not generalizing well to cases where relations are
more distant. So, to make the task more challenging,
we sample negative examples that the same distribu-
tion of offsets our labeled examples. We are left with
1,482 datapoints. We measure model accuracy using F1,
focusing on three main groupings: relations between

entities and entities (ENT↔ENT), relations between
entities and predicates (ENT ↔ PRED) and relations
between predicates and predicates (PRED ↔ PRED).

4.2 Baselines
Relation extraction is a widely studied field, with classi-
cal and current work focusing on modeling each subtask
separately (Sang and De Meulder, 2003; Zelenko et al.,
2003), as well as end-to-end modeling (Li and Ji, 2014).
As such, we build upon two recent methods focused on
each approach:

• PURE (Zhong and Chen, 2020): separately models
two different embedding spaces, one focused on
span identification and the other focused on rela-
tion extraction, using masked language modeling
(Devlin et al., 2018).

• ASP (Liu et al., 2022): trains a generative T5 model
(Raffel et al., 2020) to create structured predictions.

4.3 Generative Modeling
Recent work has shown that large language models
can also be effective relation predictors (Wan et al.,
2023). To test this hypothesis, and to add to a
growing body of work focused on benchmarking LLMs
for legal tasks (Guha et al., 2023), we format our
tasks as generation problems and fine-tune GPT3.5
models17. For span-prediction, we seek to generate
spans specific to discourse tags, in other words:
we generate s ∼ llm(ye(s), X). For example, for
ye(s) = SUBJECT, we prompt with the question:
You are a legal assistant. I will
show you a paragraph of law. Which
entities gain powers, restrictions
or responsibilities under this law?
<Legal Text>). Additionally, as each law may

17Specifically, we use GPT3.5-turbo as of October 11,
2023.
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contain several discourse elements of the same type,
we ask the LLM to generate all elements of a certain
discourse type in mentioned in the given law. For
prompts for all relation-types, filled in with examples,
See Appendix F .

For relation detection we generate a “Yes”/“No”
indicator, I ∼ llm(s1, s2, X) for if a relation is
present between two spans. In other words, we
construct a prompt where the LLM is given the legal
text and two discourse elements, and ask if they
are related. Our prompt is: “Are span A and
B related in Law X?”. For classification
we generate the relation-type, r ∼ llm(s1, s2, X).
In other words, our prompt is: “What is the
relation between span A and B in Law
X? Answer from the following set:
{..., ‘no relation’}.”). We include ϵ ∈ R
so that our experiments with GPT are comparable to
the baseline models. We test two different prompt
settings. In the first setting, we simply give the two
spans of text and the law, and ask the LLM to determine
if they are related. In the second setting, we give the
LLM the class labels of the discourse units, as well as
definitions for what each label means (w. def, in Table
5). See Appendix F for all relational prompts, with
examples. We test both tasks in zero-shot, few-shot,
and fine-tuned settings18 and for each test sample, we
repeatedly query the LLM for 3 trials, randomizing the
few-shot examples it receives.

5 Results and Discussion

Span-Level Tagging : Table 4 shows F1 scores
from our span-tagging experiments. Interestingly, span-
tagging appears to be a harder task for GPT: even after
fine-tuning, GPT scores below human-level (our anno-
tators, after conferencing and training). GPT was espe-
cially challenged by distinguishing between different
entities’ roles: SUBJECT, OBJECT and PROBE (GPT
Fine-tuned scores 35-42 F1 on entities, compared with
50-59 F1 for predicates. EXCEPTION stands out as
a particular category where even 0-shot GPT performs
well.) SUBJECT and OBJECT roles can be particu-
larly ambiguous, as mentioned in Section 2, as there are
cases when an entity can be in both a SUBJECT and
OBJECT role (we annotated OBJECT, in those cases).
Interestingly, too, the gap between GPT and the baseline
models is not as large in this task than it is in relational
modeling. Perhaps our generative setup for this step,
p(s|ζ,X), with 6 different prompts, allowed GPT to
generate the same entity for different categories. We
might see improvements by disambiguating with an-
other model, p(ζ|s,X), when a single span is generated

18For fine-tuning experiments, we use GPT3.5’s finetun-
ing endpoint, which prompts OpenAI to fine-tunes GPT3.5
under the hood. This requires us to upload a file of
{“prompt”:<>, “completion”} pairs. We generate
this file using the prompting structure described above, with
the same train/test split used in the baseline trials.

in multiple categories.
Our broader finding, though, is that this remains a

challenging task. Although our task dataset, at 400
documents, is small relative to other language resources,
the spans in our schema are syntactically low-level. The
spans divide relatively well into different parts of speech,
like noun phrases and verb phrases; identifying such
chunks in text has long been within the capability of
even classical language models (Sang and Buchholz,
2000). Future work either fine-tuning on other resources,
or using law-specific models, might show improvements
in these areas.

Relation Identification and Classification Table 5
show F1 scores from relation detection (Detect) and
classification (Class). Relation extraction is a category
where fine-tuned GPT performs just as well as our anno-
tators. We notice, too that in some cases GPT does even
better on the classification task than it does on the iden-
tification task (e.g. ENT↔PRED and ENT↔ENT). It’s
possible that the semantics of classification task enforce
greater reasoning and justification than the identification
task, like in Wei et al. (2022).

The relation identification task also shows a clear dif-
ferent between the baseline models, which we do not
observe in the span-level tagging task. One explana-
tion for the especially poor performance of ASP (Liu
et al., 2022) is that the jointly learned model requires
the model to make use of more data to fully learn the
embedding layers. In fact, tasks that ASP performs well
on, like ACE2005 (Sang and De Meulder, 2003), have
1̃0x more documents and annotation than our dataset.
We show more details in Appendix E, Figure 8.

6 Practical Use Case: Census 2020

To get feedback on our work from a preliminary group
of users, we apply our models to a domain of state-
level law pertinent to journalists. In 2020, the U.S.
Census count faced multiple challenges, notably the
Trump administration’s attempt to add the question:

“Are you a legal citizen?”. Many researchers hypoth-
esized that populations, especially minorities, might
be inaccurately counted (Naylor, 2020; Mervis, 2019;
Berry-James et al., 2020). Scant insight existed, espe-
cially on the state-level, into how population counts
were being used in law19: the corpus of state-level laws
was too large and varied for journalists to parse.

On the other hand, this provided an interesting case
for discourse-based reasoning. Population counts typi-
cally get used as a relatively unambiguous TEST. For
example, see Figure 1, e.g. “In counties with less than
20,000, adjudicators shall..”. Our discourse models
help us identify this occurring, and then we can develop
ways to parse out the specific ways population is in
TEST discourse. We describe the website we built to fa-

19Besides federal budgeting and Congressional represen-
tation, which have already been manually programatized
(Reamer, 2018; Berry-James et al., 2020).
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ENT ↔ PRED ENT ↔ ENT PRED ↔ PRED All (Macro) All (Micro)
Detect Class. Detect Class. Detect Class. Detect Class. Detect Class.

Baselines
ASP 26.5 14.2 4.5 3.8 4.0 2.2 13.6 6.7 19.5 11.1
PURE 73.9 64.5 15.4 5.3 45.7 38.2 49.5 40.5 63.1 53.9

GPT3.5
0-shot 54.9 0.0 42.5 27.1 25.2 23.2 40.8 16.8 48.5 7.2
0-shot w. def 69.4 0.0 54.2 39.5 60.8 48.2 61.5 29.2 65.1 12.8
10-shot 50.6 55.3 56.8 53.9 40.2 34.2 49.2 47.8 50.5 51.7
10-shot w. def 72.6 60.1 68.5 65.9 65.1 35.2 68.7 53.7 70.8 56.7

GPT finetuned 82.6 85.9 76.5 88.7 81.0 65.9 80.0 80.2 81.1 82.9

Table 5: Relation Detection and Classification F1 score. We examine scores between three categories of relations:
ENTITIES ↔ ENTITIES, ENTITIES ↔ PREDICATES, and PREDICATES ↔ PREDICATES. ENTITIES are
SUBJECT, OBJECT and PROBE, and PREDICATES are all other discourse types. Classification is only run for
discourse-type pairs where more than one relation can exist (see Section 2).

cilitate different explorations, and then we describe two
such explorations that we received permission from the
journalists collaborating with us to write about. We will
focus on our own contributions in these collaborations.

6.1 Website Design

We design a website20 to enable exploration of our
dataset and modeling output. Users can (1) perform
full-text search on all laws in our database, (2) view the
spans our models have extracted, by their discourse role,
across laws and (3) correct or provide new annotations.
For more detail on the website, including flow diagrams,
see Appendix D. The website’s overall goal is to facili-
tate both deep explorations and wide explorations.

Going deep: Going “deep” here, essentially, means
finding a subset of the laws to study first, via keyword fil-
tering, and then analyzing the discourse relations within
the laws. The web search functionality21 helps users
do this by exploring a specific term or concept in the
law’s plain text or in specific discourse role (e.g. laws
affecting OBJECT=“taxpayer”). After the user finds an
interesting subset of laws they wish to study, we use our
discourse models to answer: who is being affect, under
what conditions, and how?

Going wide: Conversely, going “wide” means study-
ing discourse units and relations first, then analyzing
the laws. The website includes a second functionality:
allowing users can view aggregate counts of different
discourse units and relations. This helps users notice
patterns among the ways in which discourse was being
used. After a user notices a specific pattern in discourse
roles (e.g. EXCEPTION units modifying TEST units
about taxes), then we can analyze the laws that include,
or do not include, these elements.

20To view the website, see: http://www.statecen
suslaws.org/

21Powered by ElasticSearch (Elasticsearch, 2018)

Figure 4: Illustration of a Use-Case: A heatmap of the
state of Tennessee, colored by the number of laws that
would no longer apply in counties, if a 5% undercount in
the census were to occur. Counties with Nashville and
Knoxville are particularly effected. Population-related
TESTs were identified using our discourse framework.

In both flows, visitors can access our annotation
framework, described in Section 3.2, which helped us
gather more data (to be used in the future). For more
on the design of our website, see Appendix D. We now
describe two example articles that are currently being
explored by users of our system.

6.1.1 Case Study #1: Going Deep (Liquor Store
Licenses)

In the first example, journalists hypothesized that the
allocation of new liquor licenses might be population-
based. To explore this, they used the search interface;
they searched for the term “alcohol OR liquor OR bev-
erage” in the search interface and discovered that in-
terface returned 270 laws. Together, we analyzed the
breakdown of liquor-related law by state. We found that
the states most likely to base liquor licenses off popu-
lation counts were Tennessee, New York and Illinois.
They then asked us to extract all TESTS from these
laws. We found that mid-size cities would be the most
likely to be impacted by a 5% or 10% undercount in
population. The journalists identified key cities and are
seeking sources in these areas.
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6.1.2 Case Study #2: Going Wide (Slim Population
Thresholds)

In another example, journalists explored the top-level
discourse annotations. They noticed that some TESTS
are based on explicit population thresholds (ex. Figure
1) and that some of these thresholds were very narrow.
We identified all TESTs in our dataset, using our dis-
course schema. We then compiled several keyword fil-
ters and regular expressions extract specific population
thresholds.

We found that in Tennessee, in particular, over 40% of
all Census-related laws imposed narrow population tests
of fewer than 500 people (e.g. “for counties with no less
than 400,000 and no more than 400,500 inhabitants”)
and 10% imposed tests of fewer than 100 people. We
show in Figure 4 a vivid illustration of the number of
laws that would be affected with a 5% undercount in
population, based on population projections made prior
to 2020 (Vespa et al., 2018). As can be seen, major
population centers like Nashville and Knoxville are the
most affected centers.

This raised questions: what is the purpose of these
narrowly targeted laws? Were they trying to target spe-
cific counties without mentioning them by name? The
journalists are now investigating further by tracking
down the authors of these laws.

7 Related Work
Although the field of AI-driven legal aids is multifaceted
and growing (Kauffman and Soares, 2020), free and
open-source frameworks remain few (Morris, 2019;
Dale, 2019; Vergottini, 2011). Our discourse-driven
web application, designed for legal exploratory analysis
is one of the few AI-powered, free applications that ex-
ist, and the first to open source tools for legal document
collection.

For-profit legal inquiry systems, as mentioned above,
are numerous. Bloomberg Law22, Westlaw23, Lexis-
Nexis24 and Wolters Kluwar25 are the four main ser-
vices for legal research (Dale, 2019), which provide
subscription-based, Google-style searches. CaseText26

and Ravel27 were two upstart case-text search engines
(although both have now been aquired); CaseText of-
fered crowdsourced annotations and Ravel linked cases
together to create visual maps of important cases (Lee
et al., 2015). We similarly provide a way of collect-
ing user-annotations, and a novel way linking together
cases, although ours takes a discourse approach rather
than an unsupervised clustering approach.

Various discourse schemas have been developed to un-
derstand law texts, including deontological logic-based
schemas (Wyner and Peters, 2011; Zeni et al., 2015), and

22https://pro.bloomberglaw.com/
23https://www.westlaw.com/
24https://www.lexisnexis.com
25https://www.wolterskluwer.com
26https://casetext.com/
27https://home.ravellaw.com/

subject matter-specific schemas (Espejo-Garcia et al.,
2019). Ours is the first discourse-based approach to take
steps towards a big-data approach by setting up a frame-
work for the ingestion of crowdsourced annotations.

Finally, outside of the legal domain, other areas have
experienced a growth in academically-oriented systems
for human-in-the-loop inquiry. The COVID-19 pan-
demic has produced a burst in NLP-driven corpora-
collection (Wang et al., 2020), demonstrations (Sohrab
et al., 2020; Hope et al., 2020; Spangher et al., 2020)
and workshops (Verspoor et al., 2020b,a).

Such concerted effort in the NLP domain to expose
resources and build open tools for subject matter experts
is an inspiring guide for how NLP researchers can con-
tribute to wider inquiries. We hope such efforts expand
to other domains as well, forming a common alliance
between academics, civil-minded journalists and other
researchers and end-users.

8 Conclusion

We have sought to take steps towards a semantic under-
standing of legal texts, a goal long held in computational
law (Gardner, 1984). We show that large language mod-
els, while achieving impressive results in some parts of
our task, show surprisingly weak performance compared
to human annotators in others. Language models have
an important role to play in interpreting law and low-
ering the barrier of access to legal systems for citizens,
journalists and academics. Our task is an important step
towards assessing a sturdy foundation and opening the
door to more intensive legal tasks be considered (Guha
et al., 2023).

In this work, we have additionally presented three
open-source components. (1) A web-app exposing a
novel discourse schema and its application to state law
referencing U.S. Census counts. (2) A flexible and
modular annotation framework that can be seamlessly
embedded into web-apps to allow visitors to contribute
and update annotations. (3) A set of web-scrapers to
help researchers gather public-domain legal text. We
demonstrated concrete utility to facilitate journalistic
exploration with our discourse schema. Our longer-term
goal is to collect feedback and data, and improve our
database and machine learning systems. We hope that
such efforts can continue to push Legaltech (Hartung
et al., 2017) into a more open and accessible domain,
and make it easier to understand the laws governing our
society.
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10 Limitations and Impact Statement
There were several possible ethical considerations we
encountered during this research which we wish to ad-
dress.

10.1 Theoretical Limitations
Our current span-relation approach is limited and still
allows for considerable ambiguity. This, we discover,
lies in the recursive nature of our task.

Spans can be parsed recursively, with each layer of
parsing bringing their semantic structure trends to a
syntactic parse (Manning et al., 2014). For example,

“Assistants of the second judge within the 9th circuit shall
not...” admits multiple parses. A broad parse that creates
minimals spans: “Assistants of the second judge within
the 9th circuit shall not...”. The most granular parse
is: “Assistants of the second judge within the 9th circuit
shall not...”. There is no “correct” parse, at least without
reference to the use-case.

We resolve these ambiguities where possible during
training, by making intuitive judgements about the likeli-
hood of an entity to be usefully parsed from a predicate.
For example, parsing “the 9th circuit” into “the 9th
circuit” is likely not a useful parse because we will
likely not require models to reason about the differences
between different circuits; it is likely safe to keep the
phrase as a single span. However, this is an assumption,
and there is still often considerable ambiguity in our an-
notation efforts. A more complete theoretical approach
would be to allow for a tree-like parse structure. We
look forward to this in future work.

10.2 Dataset Limitations
Provenance: This dataset was constructed with English-
only laws from states within the U.S. This is a signif-
icant limitation. The U.S. is a common-law system,
which makes it’s legal texts categorically different from
civil-law systems (Tetley, 1999). Thus, our approach
to discourse parsing may not generalize across jurisdic-
tions.

Dataset Creation: The creation of our dataset in-
volved scraping numerous websites, including state
websites, state-licensed LexisNexis pages and https:
//www.justia.com. In the third case, Justia, we
did not violate any terms of service. In fact, Justia’s
robots.txt file28 is the most permissive possible,
giving unlimited license to any crawler. It is generally
accepted that robots.txt files are implied licenses
of access,29 and we did not disregard Justia’s file before
scraping.

Content derived from the first two categories, state
law websites and official, state-licensed websites like
LexisNexis are, by law, public domain (Wolfe, 2019;

28Found here https://www.justia.com/robots.
txt. Such files govern the site-owners’ standards for scraping
and crawling.

29https://stackoverflow.com/questions/
999056/ethics-of-robots-txt

MacWright, 2013). Web-scraping the public domain is
neither illegal nor unethical (Mehta, 2021). As we did
in the body of the paper, we again emphatically criticize
attempts by providers to make web-scraping difficult,
and we went to lengths to overcome this.

Dataset Annotation: All parties involved in anno-
tating our dataset received valid compensation. We
relied entirely on expert researchers to collect our an-
notations. This included the authors of this paper. All
the researchers who provided annotations for us were
affiliated with our institution and compensated appropri-
ately by our institution (we leave the determination of
“appropriate” for our institution to define.)

Although we describe accommodating AMT tasks in
the body of the paper, thus far, we have not used any
annotations made by Turkers on AMT or by journal-
ists/researchers using our site. If we do, we will ensure
there are no ethical issues by securing university IRB
approval or exemption, as deemed fit by the IRB. For
the Turkers, we will calculate a payment that equals, on
average, $15 an hour. For the journalists/researchers,
we will have exchanged something of value (the use of
our web-app) for the annotation.

10.3 Website Limitations

Website Usage: Our website has significant accessi-
bility limitations for the seeing-impaired and for non-
English speakers. We have not addressed them in this
current version, but are mindful and actively searching
for options to expand accessibility.

There are two ways in which seeing-impaired users
might suffer. First, blind users will not be able to read
any of the site without external tools, as we have not
recorded or built in any native audio-scripts, keyboard
shortcuts or voice-activated commands. Besides “not
containing irrelevant information” (Giraud et al., 2018),
we can do more to audit our website (Tosaka, 2005) and
organize the flow on our site to increase blind accessibil-
ity. Secondly, part of our website introduces users to our
discourse schema by introducing them to color-coded
segments of text. We are actively investigating color-
schemes and other approaches that are more amenable
to color-blind individuals, of which there is extensive
research (Wakita and Shimamura, 2005; Jambor et al.,
2021; Foti and Santucci, 2009). Because of the proto-
type nature of this website, we have not yet investigated
these, but they are crucial next-steps.

Our website focuses on U.S.-based laws and contains
only English-language text. We do not attempt, in this
version, to perform translations. Our plan in the present
iteration of this work was to work with U.S.-based jour-
nalists studying U.S.-based law. We have not yet un-
dertaken a study to compare how well our discourse
schema would apply to non-U.S. law, be it common or
civil (Dainow, 1966). However, if this approach proves
useful for journalists and researchers, we will certainly
seek to undertake this.
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Figure 5: Topic model run over our corpus, showing 3
states. Topics are manually labeled by analyzing top
words.

start end
label

PROBE 28% 32%
TEST 36% 56%
SUBJECT 36% 47%
DEFINITION 41% 55%
EXCEPTION 42% 50%
CLASS 45% 61%
CONSEQUENCE 46% 56%
OBJECT 51% 59%

Table 6: Average start and end character positions of
discourse units.

A Additional Data Analysis

We give analysis of the corpus we collected. In Table 6,
we show average character positions of discourse units
in the document, as a percentage of the length of the
document. PROBE is most likely to occur first in a
document, followed by TEST. Discourse units are less
likely to occur in the second half of the document.

We examine attributes of relations between discourse
elements in Figure 3 and 6. Figure 3 shows the likeli-
hood of transitioning to a target discourse type condi-
tioned on a source type. In Figure 2, we observe there
is a strong bias for discourse elements that are appear
first in the document to be connected with discourse
elements later. We order the x and y axes by the most
likely starting points, as given in Table 6. We see a
strong diagonal bias: all discourse elements are likely to
transition to elements of the same type. We also notice
the strong SUBJECT → CONSEQUENCE → OBJECT
relation, as well as the PROBE → TEST relation.

We summarize the law corpus we collected using a
topic model with 5 topics. In Table 7, we show the top
words for each topic, as well as a manual annotation
of topic label. In Table 5, we show 3 states with very
different topic proportions in the laws in our corpus.

Figure 6: Likelihood of relations, normalized by the
random chance of a relation occurring in a document.
In other words, if np is the count of all annotated pairs
of relations and nr is a count of all randomly occurring
pairs from a random sample of all

(
n
2

)
pairs of discourse

units in a law text, then the color scale is np

np+nr
. Values

> .5 are more likely to be paired than random chance.

B Additional Schema Definitions
B.1 Span-Level Schema: Minor Classes

• A DEFINITION is a span of text serving to clar-
ify the ordinary meaning (Tobia, 2020) of a term
used in the legal text (e.g. ““Qualified taxpayer”
means a person or entity engaged in a trade or
business within...”)

• The CLASS of an entity is a modifier that serves
to disambiguate the entity from other entities.
In knowledge-graph terms, CLASS specifies the
source node in an isA-type relationship (Potrich
and Pianta, 2008); specifically, the entity with a
CLASS tag is a subclass of the entity without the
class tag (e.g. “The trial court judge shall, in...”).

B.2 Relational Schema
We define 21 relational categories during our annotation
process. The first category is of relations that occur
between text-spans of different types.

• EntityEmpoweredTo, EntityRequiredTo: Indi-
cates which SUBJECT entity (or, in rarer cases, an
OBJECT entity) recieves powers or responsibilities
under a CONSEQUENCE.

• Affects, AffectedBy: Indicates which OBJECT en-
tity or entities are affected the CONSEQUENCE of
the law, usually mediated through the SUBJECT.

• TestConcerns, Entitytested: Indicates which en-
tity a TEST is applied to. This relation typically
establishes conditions governing many other en-
tities in the law, not just the entity tested; this is
especially the case when the entity is a PROBE.
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Education Courts Elections Government Boards Poverty
Development Programs Funding

education body metropolitan development town
supervisors legislative government finance property
school judges municipality facility taxes
district courts counties economic paid
inhabitants compensation excess poverty class
districts appointed having limited portion
city elections subsection income assessment

Table 7: Summarizing the legal corpus with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003): top words in each topic.

• ExceptionAppliesTo, ConditionalTest, Condi-
tionalConsequence: Indicates which discourse
unit (or, in some cases, a second TEST) is applied
to. EXCEPTION and multiple levels of TEST are
broadly applied to all different kinds of discourse
units.

• Comparison: A more nebulous relational cate-
gory, this forms the basis of how the conditional
applicability of a law is assessed. Usually found in
TEST relations, this relation-type occurs when an
attribute of an entity is measured in order to make
a determination about whether the conditions are
satisfied and the law may be applied. This relation
inspired by original attempts to support program-
matic legal analysis (Gardner, 1984).)

• EntityHasProperty, PropertyOf: When any has
a particular attribute or CLASS (can be used along
with the Comparison relation and a TEST).

• IsDefinedAs, DefinitionOf: Indicates the entity
being defined by a DEFINITION.

The second category of relations typically applies to
spans of the same type:

• SameEntity: Indicates that two entities are either
separate instances of the same class of entity, or
they literally refer to the same instance of an entity
in legal text.

• Continuation: Indicates that two disjointed spans
of text refer to the same discourse unit. Can occur
when a span is split by another discourse unit.

• FollowedBy: When one predicate is conducted
or evaluated after the other, in logical order (e.g.
in a CONSEQUENCE-CONSEQUENCE relation:

“The magistrate must attend the meetings, then they
may be seated.”).

• Or: Either two predicates or entities are mentioned
in the law, but when only one needs to be passed
(in the case of a predicate), or only one entity is
affected.

• And: Either two predicates or entities are men-
tioned in the law, but both need to be passed (in the
case of a predicate), or both entities are affected.

• SameClass: Indicates that two discourse units
identified as CLASS are the same.

C Annotation Interface Details
Our annotation tool is we designed a simple and mod-
ularized annotation framework in 600 lines of JQuery,
Javascript and HTML, with a Datastore backend30. Our
annotation framework supports span annotation and re-
lation tagging.

The annotation interface itself, shown in Figure
2, is powered by a stateful page object, called
PageHandler, that is instantiated with several pa-
rameters (page_height, buttons, relations)
and handles all of the page interactions. The
PageHandler is placed directly in the HTML page
containing the text to be annotated, so any service that
can render text can automatically become an annotation
service. In our case, we built Jinja templates to render
our HTML, since our server is coded in Python-Flask.
We additionally provide a helper function that, with
input data, can compile our Jinja templates as static,
fully-functional AMT HTMLQuestions.

We use a Datastore backend to track progress towards
annotation tasks, as shown in Figure ??. We code data
entries (the equivalent of MySQL tables) to track helper-
statistics, helper_summ, how many tasks are left to
assign, incomp_tasks, and how many annotations
have been completed, comp_annot. We track these
statistics to ensure that we can obtain multiple annota-
tions for each task, and that no helper sees the same
task more than once. We perform one GET request
at the beginning of each user session to collect user-
stats and then use client-side cookies throughout the
session to minimize the number of requests we send
to the back-end. We use a NoSQL database because
they are low-latency and designed for streaming, and
Datastore because our web-app is hosted on Google

30Google Datastore is a NoSQL, scalable JSON store,
which is suitable for our usecase. https://cloud.go
ogle.com/datastore
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App Engine. We include our Datastore management
back-end as part of the annotation package. To use our
tool with other NoSQL providers,31 a port is necessary.

D Website Design
In Flow 1, users can use a query box to perform full-text
and faceted search on laws and then click on and return
results to read the full text of the law. ElasticSearch
powers both of these endpoints. This flow is useful
for when journalists want to explore a specific term
or concept irrespective of its discourse role, or simply
familiarize themselves with the corpus.

In Flow 2, users can view aggregate counts of dif-
ferent discourse elements, by type, across the corpora.
This helps to summarize the corpora from a functional
standpoint, as described in Section 2. Users navigate
this flow by clicking on one of five buttons to see the
counts of each of the five principle discourse spans, then
clicking on any of the returned span results to view all
laws with this span. MySQL serves both of these end-
points (and provides additional metrics, such as a map
in the about.html page, not shown here.).

In both flows, visitors can access our annotation
framework, described in Section 3.2. From Flow 1,
they can click search results to tag a specific paragraph,
and from Flow 2 they can click to correct an annotated
paragraph. Additionally, they can annotate a randomly
selected paragraph by clicking “Help Us Tag.”

E Additional Experimental Results
We give more results for the Span-Level tagging task,
reporting on precision and recall as well as F1.

F Prompt Designs for GPT3.5
Here we give sample prompts, along with their true-
label completions for each span. For each prompt, we
show the 1-shot version, for completeness and brevity.
However, we tested with 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 10 shots.

F.1 Span Level Tagging Prompts
F.1.1 SUBJECT Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. Which entities gains powers, restrictions or
responsibilities under this law? NOT which entities are
used to test the law, or which entities are affected. In
other words, what entity is the SUBJECT of the law? It
might not aren’t always explicit, and sometimes can be
expressed passively. Restrict your choices to an entity
mentioned in the law OR "passive voice entity", if the
entity is not explicitly mentioned in the text. Enumerate
all instances of the entity in the text, even if repeated.
If there is no entity that matches this description in the
text, including "passive voice entity", say "no entity". If
there are multiple segments of text in the law that apply,

31e.g. Amazon DynamoDB – https://aws.amazon
.com/dynamodb/

join them with a semi-colon. The order of text spans
does NOT matter. Do NOT say anything else." I will
give you 1 examples, and then you will perform the task
yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "* 71. Special population census.
The expenses incurred by a county, city, town, or village
to conduct a special population census supervised by
the United States bureau of the census pursuant to a
contract made pursuant to section twenty of the general
municipal law, three years." Answer: "no entity"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "If a vacancy as described in subdivision (d)(1)

occurs after the sixth Thursday before the primary elec-
tion in any county having a metropolitan form of gov-
ernment with a population of more than five hundred
thousand (500,000), according to the 2010 federal cen-
sus or any subsequent federal census, then the members
of the county executive committees who represent the
precincts composing such senate district may nominate
a candidate to appear on the November election ballot
by any method authorized under the rules of the party."
Answer:

»> vacancy as described in subdivision (d)(1); mem-
bers of the county executive committees

F.1.2 EXCEPTION Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. What are exception cases when this law does
not apply? Restrict your answer to text in the law. Join
non-contiguous segments of text with a semi-colon. If
there are no exception cases where this law does not
apply, say "none". If there are multiple segments of
text in the law that apply, join them with a semi-colon.
The order of text spans does NOT matter. Do NOT say
anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you
will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "Notwithstanding subdivision
(b)(1), in counties having a population of not less than
seventeen thousand two hundred fifty (17,250) nor more
than seventeen thousand five hundred fifty (17,550), ac-
cording to the 1990 federal census or any subsequent
federal census, the budget committee shall be composed
of six (6) members." Answer: "none"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "In counties having a population of not less than

three hundred nineteen thousand six hundred twenty-
five (319,625) nor more than three hundred nineteen
thousand seven hundred twenty-five (319,725), accord-
ing to the 1980 federal census or any subsequent federal
census, a library board of not less than seven (7) mem-
bers nor more than nine (9) members may be appointed
by the county legislative body and city governing bod-
ies which are parties to the agreement, the number ap-
pointed by each to be determined according to the ratio
of population in each participating city and in the county
outside the city or cities, based on the most recent fed-
eral census; provided, that each shall appoint at least
one (1) member." Answer:
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Figure 7: A flow-based sitemap for our website, statecensuslaws.org, with some details about the back-end
and database setup. The left-column shows Flow 1, where a user can search and view full-text results. The
right-column shows Flow 2, where a user can view top law-discourse spans and see all laws these spans are used in.
Each flow leads to the annotation framework.

»> provided, that each shall appoint at least one (1)
member

F.1.3 TEST Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. Under what conditions does this law apply? In
other words, what test is implied by the law? Restrict
your answer to text in the law. Join non-contiguous
segments of text with a semi-colon. If there are no
conditions for this law to apply explicitly stated in the
text, say "none". If there are multiple segments of text
in the law that apply, join them with a semi-colon. The
order of text spans does NOT matter. Do NOT say
anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you
will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "(iii) Notwithstanding the forego-
ing, local governments and voluntary agencies shall be
granted state aid of one hundred percent of the net oper-
ating costs expended by such localities and by voluntary
agencies pursuant to contracts with such local govern-
ments or with the office of alcoholism and substance
abuse services for alcohol crisis centers, chemical de-
pendency programs for youth, residential services for

recovering alcoholics and substance abusers and for al-
coholism AIDS coordinators. Such state aid may also be
granted to programs transferred from the task force on
integrated projects for youth and chemical dependency.
Such state aid shall also be granted for non-residential
services determined to be necessary to serve the public
interest by the commissioner of alcoholism and sub-
stance abuse services provided by local governments
having a population of one hundred twenty-five thou-
sand or less as determined by the last preceding federal
census, or by voluntary agencies pursuant to contracts
with such local governments." Answer: "determined to
be necessary to serve the public interest by the com-
missioner of alcoholism and substance abuse services;
provided by; having a population of one hundred twenty-
five thousand or less as determined by the last preceding
federal census; pursuant to contracts with; with; trans-
ferred from the task force on integrated projects for
youth and chemical dependency"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:

Law: "(2) If two or more counties included in the
measure are required to prepare a translation of ballot
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Figure 8: Training run for ASP. NLL loss is shown on
the y-axis. The ASP model is learning across epochs, it
likely does not have enough data to fully distinguish the
embedding space for jointly modeled task.

materials into the same language other than English,
the county that contains the largest population, as de-
termined by the most recent federal decennial census,
among those counties that are required to prepare a
translation of ballot materials into the same language
other than English shall prepare the translation, or au-
thorize the authority to prepare the translation, and that
translation shall be used by the other county or counties,
as applicable." Answer:

»> are required to prepare a translation of ballot ma-
terials into the same language other than English; that
contains the largest population, as determined by the
most recent federal decennial census; among those coun-
ties that are required to prepare a translation of ballot
materials into the same language other than English

F.1.4 OBJECT Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph of
law. Which entities are affected by the powers of this
law? NOT which entities gain powers, but who is af-
fected by those in power? In other words, what entity is
the object of the law? It might not aren’t always explicit,
and sometimes can be expressed passively. Restrict your
choices to an entity mentioned in the law OR "passive
voice entity", if the entity is not explicitly mentioned
in the text. Enumerate all instances of the entity in the
text, even if repeated. If there is no entity that matches
this description in the text, including "passive voice en-
tity", say "no entity". If there are multiple segments of
text in the law that apply, join them with a semi-colon.
The order of text spans does NOT matter. Do NOT say
anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you
will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "This subsection (b) applies only
to counties with a metropolitan form of government and
to counties having the following populations according
to the 1970 federal census or any subsequent federal
census:" Answer: "no entity"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "An authority shall not initiate any redevelop-

ment project under this chapter until the governing body,
or agency designated by it or empowered by law so to
act, of each city or town, herein called “municipalities,”
and any county having a population of not less than two
hundred seventy-five thousand (275,000) nor more than
three hundred twenty-five thousand (325,000), accord-
ing to the 1980 federal census or any subsequent federal
census, in which any of the area to be covered by the
project is situated, has approved a plan, herein called
the “redevelopment plan”, which provides an outline
for the development or redevelopment of the area and is
sufficiently complete, to:" Answer:

»> any redevelopment project under this chapter

F.1.5 PROBE Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. Which entities are used to determine when this
law applies? NOT which entities gain powers, OR is
affected by the law. In other words, which entities are
probed by the law? Restrict your answer to text in the
law. Join non-contiguous segments of text with a semi-
colon. If there is no entity that matches this description
in the text, including "passive voice entity", say "no
entity". If there are multiple segments of text in the
law that apply, join them with a semi-colon. The order
of text spans does NOT matter. Do NOT say anything
else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you will
perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "2. The commissioner is autho-
rized to contract to make a state grant, within the limit
of appropriation therefor, to any planning unit for up
to ninety percent of the costs to prepare, update or re-
vise its local solid waste management plan; provided,
however, that no such grant has been previously made
to a planning unit which is a part of or is served by the
planning unit seeking such grant. A planning unit may
receive a grant pursuant to this subdivision which shall
not exceed the greater of twenty-five thousand dollars or
one dollar for each resident of the planning unit, based
upon the current federal decennial census." Answer: "no
such grant; a planning unit; the planning unit"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "Such functions may also be delegated by the

municipality to any not-for-profit corporation acting for
or on behalf of such municipality; provided, that, ex-
cept in any county with a metropolitan form of govern-
ment and having a population of four hundred thousand
(400,000) or more, according to the 1980 federal census
or any subsequent federal census, the site selection for
an energy production facility may be delegated to any
such not-for-profit corporation, but shall be subject to
the approval by a two-thirds ( 2/3 ) vote of the legislative
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bodies of the city and the county in which such city is
located for whom or on whose behalf such not-for-profit
corporation is acting prior to the purchase of any such
site." Answer:

»> any county

F.1.6 CONSEQUENCE Identification
You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. What are the powers or obligations granted
by this law? In other words, what is the law’s conse-
quence? Restrict your answer to text in the law. Join
non-contiguous segments of text with a semi-colon. If
there are no powers or obligations explicity stated in
the text, say "none". If there are multiple segments of
text in the law that apply, join them with a semi-colon.
The order of text spans does NOT matter. Do NOT say
anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you
will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "After January 1, 1980, with re-
spect to the construction, purchase, or lease of build-
ings which are located or will be located in a standard
metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) with a population
of 250,000 or more according to the most recent decen-
nial census, which is served by a public transit operator,
as defined in Section 99210 of the Public Utilities Code,
the board shall give consideration to the location of
existing public transit corridors, as defined in Section
50093.5 of the Health and Safety Code, for the area.
Construction, purchase, or lease of buildings at loca-
tions outside of existing public transit corridors may be
approved after the board has determined: (1) the pur-
pose of the facility does not require transit access; or
(2) it is not feasible to locate the facility in an existing
transit corridor; or (3) the transit operator will provide
service as needed to effectively serve the facility. The
board may request the assistance of the transit operator
in making its determination and shall notify the opera-
tor of its decision." Answer: "may be approved; shall
give consideration to; may request the assistance of; in
making its determination; shall notify; of its decision"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "This part only applies in those counties with a

metropolitan form of government and in those counties
with a population according to the 1970 federal census
or any subsequent federal census of:" Answer:

»> applies

F.2 Relation Identification Prompts
The following prompts were used for the Relation Iden-
tification task, which was aimed at identifying whether
a relation existed between two spans.

F.2.1 Relation Identification Prompts without
Definitions

You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. Do these two spans of text directly relate to
each other in the passage? "Relate" in this case means
that they directly modify or apply to each other in the
context of the law. Answer with "yes" or "no". Do NOT

say anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then
you will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "The provisions of this part rela-
tive to “regional historic zoning commissioners” shall
not apply in any county having a metropolitan form of
government and having a population of not less than
four hundred thousand (400,000) nor more than five hun-
dred thousand (500,000), according to the 1980 federal
census or any subsequent federal census." Text span 1:
"provisions of this part" Text span 2: "shall not apply"
Answer: "Yes"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "If the court that had original jurisdiction was

a county court or is a court that no longer exists, the
chancery court for the county in which such court was
established shall have jurisdiction to hear the motion,
in addition to the circuit or chancery courts in counties
with a population of one hundred thousand (100,000) or
more, as established by the 1990 federal census or any
subsequent census." Text span 1: "chancery court" Text
span 2: "shall have jurisdiction to hear" Answer: » Yes

F.2.2 Relation Identification Prompts with
Definitions

You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. Do these two spans of text directly relate to
each other in the passage? "Relate" in this case means
that they directly modify or apply to each other in the
context of the law. Answer with "yes" or "no". Do NOT
say anything else." I will give you 1 examples, and then
you will perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "In addition to the powers granted
in this chapter, any metropolitan government or leg-
islative bodies of municipalities, acting jointly, in any
county having a population in excess of eight hundred
thousand (800,000), according to the 1990 federal cen-
sus or any subsequent federal census, is authorized
to aid or otherwise provide assistance to an authority
created pursuant to the provisions of this chapter by
such metropolitan government or municipalities, act-
ing jointly, in any county having a population in ex-
cess of eight hundred thousand (800,000), according
to the 1990 federal census or any subsequent federal
census, by entering into contracts with any other party
in furtherance of the purposes of this chapter, for such
term or terms and upon such conditions as may be de-
termined by the governing body of such metropolitan
government or legislative bodies of municipalities, act-
ing jointly, in any county having a population in excess
of eight hundred thousand (800,000), according to the
1990 federal census or any subsequent federal census."
Text span 1: "as may be determined by" This span is a
"Consequence", meaning it is a power or responsibility
bestowed upon an entity under a law. Text span 2: "
the governing body" This span is a "Subject", mean-
ing it is an entity given powers or responsibilities if the
conditions in the law are met. Answer: "No"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "(a) Following each federal decennial census,
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and using that census as a basis, the board shall adjust
the boundaries of any or all of the supervisorial districts
of the county so that the supervisorial districts shall
be substantially equal in population as required by the
United States Constitution." Text span 1: "of any or all
of the supervisorial districts of the county" This span
is a "Class", meaning it is a modifier affecting another
entity in the law. Text span 2: " the board" This span
is a "Subject", meaning it is an entity given powers
or responsibilities if the conditions in the law are met.
Answer:

» "No"

F.2.3 Relation Classification Prompts
The following prompts were used for the Relation Clas-
sification task, which was aimed at assigning a relation
label, r ∈ R, ϵ, given two spans.

F.2.4 Relation Classification Prompts without
Definitions

You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. How do these two phrases in the folllowing law
text relate to each other? "Relate" in this case means
that they directly modify or apply to each other in the
context of the law. Select with one of the following
options: [’Same Entity’, ’Or’, ’Continuation’, ’And’,
’Followed By’, ’No Relation’]. Do NOT say anything
else." I will give you 1 examples, and then you will
perform the task yourself.

EXAMPLE: Law: "17. Citizens advisory commit-
tee on capital improvements. The town board of any
town having a population of five thousand or more as
shown by the latest federal census, by resolution may
appoint a committee of citizens to act in an advisory
capacity to the town board on the planning, construction,
reconstruction, undertaking or acquisition of capital im-
provements. The members of such committee shall
serve without compensation and it shall be the duty of
such advisory committee to meet, consult and advise
with the officers named in the resolution. Such advisory
committee shall have no powers other than advisory.
The town board may authorize the payment of the just
and reasonable actual expenses of the members of such
advisory committee." Text span 1: "such advisory com-
mittee" Text span 2: "The members" Answer: "Same
Entity"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "* § 421-h. Exemption of capital improvements

to multiple dwelling buildings within certain cities. 1.
Multiple dwelling buildings, reconstructed, altered, con-
verted back to an owner occupied single family dwelling
or any owner occupied multiple dwelling located in any
city having a population of more than twenty-two thou-
sand inhabitants but less than twenty-three thousand
inhabitants, determined in accordance with the latest
federal decennial census, that is reduced to at most two
units by such reconstruction subsequent to the effective
date of a local law pursuant to this section shall be ex-
empt from taxation and special ad valorem levies to the

extent provided hereinafter. After a public hearing, the
governing board of such city may adopt a local law to
grant the exemption authorized pursuant to this section.
A copy of such local law shall be filed with the com-
missioner and the assessor of such city who prepares
the assessment roll on which the taxes of such city are
levied." Text span 1: "shall be exempt from" Text span
2: "to the extent provided hereinafter" Answer: > Same
Entity

F.2.5 Relation Classification Prompts with
Definitions

You are a legal assistant. I will show you a paragraph
of law. How do these two phrases in the folllowing law
text relate to each other? "Relate" here means that they
directly modify or apply to each other in the context of
the law. These relations are between spans of type:

Subject: is an entity given powers or responsibilities
if the conditions in the law are met Subject: is an entity
given powers or responsibilities if the conditions in the
law are met.

Select ONE of the following relations from this list:
[’Same Entity’, ’Or’, ’Continuation’, ’And’, ’No Rela-
tion’]. Here are definitions for each of these relations:

"Same Entity": When two spans of text refer to the
same entity. "Or": Either two predicates or entities are
mentioned in the law, but when only one needs to be
passed (in the case of a predicate), or only one entity
is affected. "Continuation": When two text spans refer
to the same entity or predicate, but are split by another
text span. "And": Two predicates or entities are being
compared, and both conditions must pass for the law to
apply. "No Relation": The spans are not related.

Do NOT say anything else.
I will give you 1 examples, and then you will perform

the task yourself.
EXAMPLE: Law: "2. (a) The town board of every

town may establish the office of town attorney or town
engineer, or both. If the town board shall so establish
the office of town attorney or town engineer, or both, it
shall fix the salary of such officer or officers. In addition,
the town board of any such town may employ counsel
to the town attorney in respect to any particular subject
matter, proceeding or litigation, or it may employ such
expert engineering service in respect to any particular
subject matter, improvement or proceeding, as it may
necessarily require. A town of the first class shall have
the authority to appoint such deputies in the offices of
the town attorney and town engineer as may be provided
by resolution of such board and fix the salaries therefor.
A town of the second class having a population of over
seventy-five thousand according to the latest federal
census or state enumeration shall have the authority to
appoint such deputies in the office of the town attorney
as may be provided by resolution of such board and fix
the salaries therefor. The terms of such offices shall be
indefinite and the appointees thereto shall be removable
at the pleasure of the town board." Text span 1: "The
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town board of every town" Text span 2: "town board"
Answer: "Same Entity"

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN:
Law: "The county superintendent of schools of the

transferring county shall furnish the county superinten-
dent of schools of the accepting county with a certified
copy of the last school census of the different school
districts in the territory which is transferred, and the
superintendent of the transferring county shall draw a
warrant on the treasurer of the transferring county in
favor of the treasurer of the accepting county for all
the money that is or may be due from the transferring
county by any apportionment or otherwise to the differ-
ent school districts embraced in the accepting county."
Text span 1: "the superintendent" Text span 2: "county
superintendent of schools" Answer: » Same entity
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Discourse Unit Example

SUBJECT clerk and master
legislative body
any person
the board of mayor and aldermen
“Club”

OBJECT the library and recreational facilities.
to the electors of the county
presiding officer
the property owners
the tenants and their property and the safety and the protection of the premises.

TEST having a population of not less than eight hundred twenty-five thousand (825,000) nor more
than eight hundred thirty thousand (830,000)...
upon adoption of a resolution by a two-thirds ( 2/3 ) vote of the county legislative body
authorizing the county trustee to collect delinquent property taxes as provided in this subsection
who owns real property situated within the corporate limits of such municipality
upon entering an order finding it in the best interest of judicial efficiency
in areas of historical significance to a locality, the county and the state

CONS. shall, upon collection of state fines and costs, remit such fines and costs to
may be levied
be governed by
shall make eligible for the waiver
be paid from the same fund used for maintaining and operating the county free library.

EXCEPTION wherever its disapproval of a redevelopment project has been dissolved as prescribed by
contracting with other counties and/or cities for joint operation of a free public library
except the clerk of the supreme court and chief deputy clerks of the supreme court
provided, that each shall appoint at least one (1) member
unless the board of supervisors of the county shall, by resolution, provide for fees in excess of
that amount

PROBE county
enrolled member and spouse
city in Canada
an enrolled member of an incorporated volunteer fire company, fire department or incorporated
voluntary ambulance service
private acts of the state

CLASS the superior [court] for such county
general sessions court [clerk]
[the legislative body] of the municipality.
the mental health [court]
[the commissioner] of mental health,

DEFINITION shall be determined by the last federal decennial or local special population census...
is the same proportion of the total population of the district as each of the other areas.
that is the sum of the county public hospital health system’s gross inpatient revenue
shall include The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto and any other similar corporation in
Canada
means any regular and full-time employee of a county with a metropolitan government

Table 8: Example spans from each discourse type in our annotated dataset.
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Source Span Target Span Permissible Relations

OBJECT CLASS hasProperty
OBJECT continuation, And, Or, sameEntity, By, To
CONSEQUENCE entityEmpoweredTo, entityRequiredTo
TEST entityTested
DEFINITION definedAs
SUBJECT sameEntity, And, Or, Of

SUBJECT CLASS hasProperty
OBJECT continuation, And, Or, sameEntity
CONSEQUENCE entityEmpoweredTo, entityRequiredTo
TEST entityTested
DEFINITION isDefinedAs
SUBJECT sameEntity, And, Or, Of

TEST CONSEQUENCE conditionalConsequence
TEST continuation, And, Or, followedBy
SUBJECT testConcerns
PROBE testConcerns
EXCEPTION exceptedBy

CONSEQUENCE CLASS hasProperty
OBJECT Affects, comparison
CONSEQUENCE continuation, And, Or, followedBy
TEST conditionedBy
DEFINITION Affects
SUBJECT Affects, comparison
EXCEPTION conditionedBy

CLASS CLASS continuation, And, Or, sameClass
OBJECT propertyOf
DEFINITION definedAs
SUBJECT propertyOf
PROBE propertyOf

EXCEPTION OBJECT excepts
CONSEQUENCE excepts
TEST excepts
SUBJECT excepts
PROBE excepts
EXCEPTION excepts, continuation, And, Or

PROBE CLASS hasProperty
TEST entityTested
PROBE sameEntity, And, Or, Of

DEFINITION CLASS defines
OBJECT defines
DEFINITION continuation
SUBJECT defines
PROBE defines

Table 9: All possible relations between discourse units identified in our span-tagging process.
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SUBJECT CONSEQUENCE OBJECT
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

0-shot 39.5 30.5 34.4 12.5 7.9 9.7 13.9 15.7 14.8
3-shot 32.1 31.3 31.7 22.4 24.3 23.3 18.3 23.1 20.4
5-shot 27.9 34.1 30.7 23.2 25.1 24.1 13.9 18.4 15.9
8-shot 27.4 32.5 29.7 21.6 25.5 23.4 13.4 19.2 15.8

fine-tuned 41.2 43.1 42.1 51.0 48.8 49.9 38.8 33.3 35.9

Table 10: Precision, Recall and F1 for the first three discourse tags we studied.

PROBE TEST EXCEPTION
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

0-shot 11.3 16.7 13.4 42.8 30.2 35.4 53.3 56.1 54.7
3-shot 23.2 36.0 28.2 45.0 42.8 43.9 45.0 47.4 46.2
5-shot 26.7 36.4 30.8 48.8 50.9 49.8 41.8 49.1 45.2
8-shot 29.1 39.6 33.5 46.7 50.2 48.4 51.6 56.1 53.8

fine-tuned 38.8 31.7 34.9 55.2 51.1 53.0 51.5 61.4 56.0

Table 11: Precision, Recall and F1 for the last three discourse tags we studied.

Macro Micro
P R F1 P R F1

0-shot 28.9 26.2 27.1 25.0 21.4 22.7
3-shot 31.0 34.2 32.3 28.8 32.1 30.1
5-shot 30.4 35.7 32.8 28.6 33.6 30.8
8-shot 31.6 37.2 34.1 28.5 34.2 31.0

fine-tuned 46.1 44.9 45.3 45.6 43.3 44.3

Table 12: Macro-average and Micro-averaged Precision, Recall and F1 for all discourse tags we studied.
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